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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The advancement of internet technologies provide opportunity to people around the world to run

business through online by having website, blog and online social network such as Facebook. Even big

corporations have websites and Facebook accounts to spur online business. In Malaysia, there are many

youth entrepreneurs do online business such as the Internet Millionaire Entrepreneur, Irfan had

maximizes usage of internet to gain profit and make it popular to the youth entrepreneurs. In addition,

the numbers of online shoppers plus the usage and acceptance towards internet technologies also

increased. These indicate the youths spend more time on the internet but do they realize the opportunity

to do business over the internet. This research is conducted to determine perception of the youths

towards online business entrepreneurship and relationship between perception of the youths and

intention to do on line business. This study carried out by distributing questionnaire to 417 youths

throughout Peninsular Malaysia. SPSS 18 have been used to analyzed the data. The findings from the

research indicate the youths have significant positive on perception towards online business and they

have moderate positive intention towards online business. The youths are willing to engage in online

business if they have knowledge on online business. The study provides awareness for the university to

in cultivate the syllabi on creating website and online business in entrepreneurship syllabi. In addition,

the government and relevant agency such as MARA, Ministry of Cooperative and Development can

provide substantial training and modules on technical knowledge to run business online and to maintain

the web site. Other than that, the youths can realize their potential to maximize the usage of the internet.



Introduction

1.1 Background of Study

The advancement of internet technologies provide opportunity to people around the world to run

business through online by having website, blog and online social network such as Facebook.

Even big corporations have websites and Facebook accounts to spur online business. Online

business became popular method to earn income as well as promotion and advertising methods in

a business.

1.2 Problem Statement

In Malaysia, there are many youth entrepreneurs do online business such as the Internet

Millionaire Entrepreneur, Irfan had maximizes usage of internet to gain profit and make it

popular to the youth entrepreneurs.

In addition, the numbers of online shoppers plus the usage and acceptance towards internet

technologies also increased. On the other hand, statistics showed that subscription of internet also

raised, these indicate many people are spending more time on the internet but do they realize the

opportunity to do business over the intemet(Alexea,2010). Especially the youths.

1.3 Research Objectives

The objectives from this research is

i) To determine youths perception on entrepreneurship towards online business.

ii) To identify the relationship between the youth's perception with intention to run on

online business.
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